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Abstract
The voice technology today is limited to explicit interaction and does not
take advantage of the connotation of voice modalities. Research has
shown that it is possible to sense emotions and feelings as well as the
context of information based on the tone of voice. Building on existing
theory and Research through Design, this thesis aims to speculate the
use of whispering in human-computer interaction. It also discusses how
this might lead to a more preferred future or cause tensions within
addictive technology and the politics of voice assistants. The results
argue that whispering has an impact on the relationship and trust
between a human and a machine and that it could be used as an active
interaction mode with voice assistants. Further research is needed to
identify the effect of whispering on different users and the influence of
different voice modalities.

Sammanfattning
Röstteknologin idag är begränsad till explicit interaktion och utnyttjar inte
konnotationen av röstmodaliteter. Forskning har visat att det är möjligt
att identifiera känslor och sammanhang med information baserad på
tonfallet. Med utgångspunkt i befintlig teori och Research through
Design, syftar denna avhandling till att spekulera kring användningen av
viskning i interaktion mellan människor och datorer. Det diskuteras hur
detta kan leda till en mer gynnsam framtid alternativt orsaka konflikt
inom beroendeframkallande teknik och röstassistenternas politik.
Resultaten menar att viskning påverkar förhållandet och förtroendet
mellan människa och maskin och att den kan användas som ett aktivt
interaktionsläge hos röstassistenter. Ytterligare forskning behövs för att
identifiera effekten av viskning på olika användare och påverkan av olika
röstmodaliteter.
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ABSTRACT
The voice technology today is limited to explicit interaction
and does not take advantage of the connotation of voice
modalities. Research has shown that it is possible to sense
emotions and feelings as well as the context of information
based on the tone of voice. Building on existing theory and
Research through Design, this thesis aims to speculate the
use of whispering in human-computer interaction. It also
discusses how this might lead to a more preferred future or
cause tensions within addictive technology and the politics
of voice assistants. The results argue that whispering has an
impact on the relationship and trust between a human and
a machine and that it could be used as an active interaction
mode with voice assistants. Further research is needed to
identify the e�ect of whispering on di�erent users and the
in�uence of di�erent voice modalities.
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INTRODUCTION

It is ... a loud time. The newspapers, the advertising, the general
insistence of suggestion, have an e�ect of din, so that one feels
that he must raise his voice to be heard, and the whispers of
the gods are hard to catch[5].
From the beginning of time, volume has been power and
people have been showing importance and authority in this
volume-war through screams and yells [17]. However weak
in volume, whispering is elusive to emotions and context
that and used in order to communicate various moods, feelings and context in human-human interaction. In this era of
autonomous technology, noises made by machines should
not be overcome by using more volume but on the contrary,
to �nd new ways to communicate and let the technology
adapt to the user instead of the other way around.
In 2018, Amazon Alexa introduced a new way to interact
with your voice assistant - a whispering mode [25]. This
allows the use of another voice modality in order to work

around new context such as using voice interaction in occasions when speaking with a full volume is not ideal like
when there is a sleeping baby in the same room[25]. The
evolution into a culture where voice interaction is becoming
more and more popular on daily usage brings several opportunities, one of which is rethinking and designing the user
experience of di�erent voice modalities. Technologies like
voice assistants are becoming increasingly prevalent in our
daily lives. There is little research done on di�erent voice
modalities and the way we might interact with them in the
future.
Trust in algorithms
The faster intelligent technology moves into our lives, the
more towards implicit interaction and automation it shifts.
In the everyday world, most of our daily actions are based
on decision making. The rise of machine learning and arti�cial intelligence could, in the future, be able to reduce
the number of choices we have to make by giving some of
the decision making over to our intelligent user interfaces.
These decisions could be based on our mood, past experiences or the tone of our voice. This future phenomenon can
sound redundant but become a necessary act as technology
advances, and we �ll our lives with more and more devices.
In other words, the next trend in voice assistant could be:
making decisions on our behalf. The extent to what users
let their assistants take decisions for them can be seen as a
multidimensional issue concerning factors such as trust, the
personality of the assistant and privacy issues. Traditionally,
the amount of choices is directly correlated to an amount
of freedom. The risks are, the more automation we accept,
the less freedom we have and the less human we become.
The challenge of anticipating the user’s needs is to reach the
right amount of automation without putting our freedom
and ability to curiosity at risk.
"The latest scienti�c �ndings indicate that emotions play
an essential role in rational decision-making, perception,
learning, and a variety of other cognitive functions" [23]. The
current voice technology relies heavily on the direct meaning
of the words ignoring the implicit information behind the
voice tones and voice modalities. No matter how much we
try to compress our feelings behind our smiles, feelings like

anxiety and fear often still shine through the tone and the
modality of our voice. Fuzzy logic has already been used
for emotional recognition from both facial expressions and
voice [20] implicating that future voice technology could take
advantage of that information leading to a more intuitive
human-machine interaction.
This thesis explores the topics of implicit interaction, whispering as a voice modality and the interaction between humans and intelligent assistants through design �ction. I will
also propose a series of design considerations for whispering
as an interaction mode, the interactive engagement around
it as well as facilitate understanding of the possible futures
for voice assistants.
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BACKGROUND

To explore whispering, I will contextualise my research in
the future of voice assistants and present related work on
implicit interaction, voice assistants, and whispering as a
voice modality.
Conversational user interfaces & HCI
Voice interaction is becoming increasingly prevalent in the
home environment and has, therefore, attracted much attention in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community.
As for now, intelligent user interfaces are mostly used in
cases like asking for the weather or setting the alarm. The
more human the machines become, the more focus is put on
the relationship that we are willing to build with them - and
how their existence is going to a�ect our everyday lives. Findings from Søndergaard and Koefoed Hansen [28] suggest a
future where a voice assistants do not invent new individual
needs or monetize our domestic spaces through consumer
driven interactions, but rather support social issues, enable
matters of care, trust and interdependency. Søndergaard and
Koefoed Hansen also argue for future voice assistants should
re�ect the way they reproduce gender norms. The paper also
speculates the con�icts that might arise when voice assistants are adopted into an everyday life, and how a preferable
future can have its downsides when the trust you share with
your assistant ends up shattering. The adoption of future
technologies has also been explored through design �ction
from the perspectives of their personality [26] and our relationship towards them [29].
Implicit interaction
Digital user interfaces are designed in order to make actions
and systems simpler to a user. However, the future suggests a
decrease of graphical user interfaces and direct manipulation
and an increase of faceless [12] and implicit interaction [27].
Faceless interaction and intelligent environments are not
just wishful thinking among futurists but an emerging topic
around ubiquitous systems. Implicit interaction aims to take

actions based on data analysis of speech, movements and
other contextual data, and its interpretation of implied user
actions [13, 27]. For example, if the user intends to walk
inside a movie theatre, an interpretation that an assistant
could make is to switch the phone to a silent mode. The
change from explicit interaction and directly manipulating
voice assistants could, therefore, be set aside in exchange
for an anticipation of the situation according to user actions,
bodily movements and speech. However tempting the idea
of automation sounds like, it is built upon our personal data,
algorithms and prediction of our next action. In order for an
intelligent assistant to take decisions on behalf of the user, a
level of trust must be formed.
Implicit interaction can detect meanings that often are
excluded from the explicit interaction with systems. So far,
research has focused on exploring systems that act based on
user movements and proximity [2, 10], as well as systems
that could identify emotions such as anxiety and respond to it
accordingly [24]. Anxiety is only one of the human emotions
that could be detected through implicit interaction. Lin et.
al [18] explored the di�erent acoustic techniques in implicit
human-robot communication that could allow systems to
better detect user intentions by identifying the speaker and
their characteristics.
Computers as social actors
In human face-to-face interaction, most of the daily interaction is made implicitly [27]. Today’s voice interaction is still
strongly explicit, and interaction with a voice assistant is manipulated through the literal meaning of the words while discarding factors such as voice modalities, body language and
context of speech - factors that are vital for human-human
interaction [18]. The way of borrowing components from
human interaction and applying them to human-computer
interaction has existed in the �eld of HCI for a long time.
Proxemics is Edward Hall’s theory of these interpersonal spatial relationships[10] and presents the use of proxies when
designing for a proximity-aware environment. Proxies describe how people perceive, interpret and use distance, posture and orientation to mediate interaction to other people.
Besides distance and posture, also di�erent voice modalities play a signi�cant role in human-human interaction. By
the tone of their voice, people can communicate their mood
such as happiness or uncertainty as well as the context of
information. Herbert H. Clark [4, 11] argues how language
is indeed a communication between non-linguistic as well as
linguistic signals and always involves speaker’s meaning and
addressee’s understanding of it. Voice technology today does
not always match or adapt to the user’s speech modality. A
shout does not get a shout back nor does a cry for a mental
health line get more than a response with a Clippy-like enthusiasm. Like humans do in their everyday communication,

the goal for implicit voice interaction is for the system to
recognise the user’s intentions and emotions and adapt to
them accordingly.
The approach of "Computers Are Social Actors" [21] demonstrates how the social rules of human-human interaction
equally apply to human-computer interaction. Our understanding of vocalised voice perception comes from the emotion recognition of human-human interaction. We can sense
emotions and feelings as well as the context of information
based on the di�erent voice modalities used to communicate
them. Speech recognition increases the user-friendliness and
provides a better user experience [7].
Whispering as voice modality could, therefore, be used
to communicate emotions and context the same way we
reveal emotions like anxiety or fear through the tone of our
voice instead of words. The way voice assistant responds
to this according could increase the feeling of empathy, or
at least a programmed version of it. The hypothesis for the
thesis describes how whispering could help to build a deeper
relationship between humans and computers.
Psst!
Whispering, that uses an unvoiced mode of phonation, is
a frequent voice modality among humans. Xinghua Li [17]
challenges the assumption of ’volume is power’, and that
whispering communicates more emotions like intimacy, affection and desire but also uncertainty and fear. Whispering
imprints the properties of domesticity and femininity, but
in public places, it turns sour when lowering your voice is
connected to gossip and disconnecting others from private
conversations [17]. Is whispering doomed to only stay between lovers or mothers and children, or could it become a
standard interaction mode between humans and computers?
What intentions can we communicate through whispering
and how would it a�ect implicit interaction and the decision
making for us? This thesis explores the questions of How
might we interact with an intelligent voice assistant through
whispering?
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METHOD

In order to gain more knowledge from di�erent perspectives,
I carried out a Research through Design process with autoethnography studies with Amazon Alexa, a co-speculation
workshop that speculates whispering as an interaction mode,
use of probes and a Design Fiction �lm of a possible future.
This approach was chosen in order produce knowledge about
the subject of whispering. By visualizing the results in a
speculative way, this thesis is expected to cast light upon
understanding the possible user experiences and context of
use as well as communicating possible design ideas to the
community of HCI.

Research through Design
This thesis uses the methodology of Research through Design
(RtD) as a method of inquiry, allowing the research a holistic
approach and generating knowledge through design work
and experience together with theory. RtD stresses design
research as a way to visualize the transformation of the
world from its current state to a preferred state [31] and is
likely to produce outcomes that are provisional, contingent,
and inspirational [9]. This research approach has proven
to produce multiple bene�ts for the HCI community, such
as inspiring, and undertaking problem framing that helps
identify essential gaps in behavioural theory and models [31].
When considering experiences as empirical data collection
method, as a researcher I can better become aware of the
contextual factors such as social circumstances [3] but also
of the holistic consequences such as how whispering a�ects
not only the interaction with a voice assistant but also our
mental and emotional health [31].
Speculative futures
This thesis uses Design Fiction in order to speculate the possible futures. From an early age, people make sense of the
world through stories, which makes it easy for us to frame
our experiences through scripts and narratives [30]. The
use of stories can be a way to envision new futures, both
from the technical and social point of view but also a way to
communicate innovations and possible risks to others [30].
Design �ction has become a popular investigation method
for the collective imagining of voice assistants[26, 28, 29]and
data-obsessed futures [19] and it used to imagine better how
a futuristic design could take place in that time and environment.
I began this project by co-speculating the e�ects of whispering, why we whisper, and how it could be used as an
interaction mode in the future. Speculative futures, bounded
by our individual experiences and social points of view, require a set of minds to speculate together in order to combine
imaginary futures into one possible one. In order for this
to be successful, a speculative design requires careful management and the ability to guide co-speculators through a
bridge of their perception of today’s world and the future [1].
The future being speculated should not be in too far reach
since it could become too far fetched and unrealistic but just
far enough to be able to imagine the future developments of
technology.
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WHISPERING FUTURES: DESIGN PROCESS

Pilot study
To explore whispering and the future of voice assistants, a
2-hour co-speculation workshop was conducted. The pilot
study for this session was conducted twice, �rst one with

four participants (two male and two female) and the second
one with one other person. This was in order to make sure
that the workshop collected the information required and
generate discussion about whispering and future voice assistants. As a context of the technology is needed to consider
carefully before speculating future technology where it takes
place, a home environment was chosen. Since voice assistants today take mainly place in homes, it felt possible with
future scenarios as well. When speculating about whispering,
both of the male participants expressed how they never whisper and, therefore, felt uncomfortable doing so. They also
expressed it being more bounded by female characteristics.
Therefore, it was critical for me to gain more male participants for the actual workshop in order not to reproduce this
stereotype. Changes were made from the �rst workshop by
re-designing exercises to better stick to the theme and �t the
time constraint of the workshop. The second pilot proved to
improve the �ow of the workshop and keep the participant
well informed about the di�erent phases of the workshop
and how they came together.
Participants
I recruited seven participants (�gure 1) from ages of 24 to
48 with nationalities of Sweden, Hungary, Spain and the
USA (table 1). Six of the participants were either user of a
home assistant or worked with voice technology. Six of them
were also User Experience designers or studied HCI, and
one worked with iOS development. These participants were
chosen in order to gain expertise in the voice assistant technology and innovative thinking of how it could be used in
the future. Speculating design proposals based on emerging
technologies like voice interaction is a complex challenge
and, therefore, I saw it as an advantage to combine people
with knowledge and experience on how it is to interact with
voice assistants today.

Table 1: Overview of the participants
Pseudonym
Anna
Marco
Kate
Oscar
George
Nicklas
Susan

Role
UX
Designer
HCI Master
student
HCI Master
student
UX
Designer
iOS
developer
UX
Designer
UX
Designer

Nationality
HUN

Age
35

ES

42

ES/US

26

SWE

28

SWE

43

SWE

24

SWE

48

This �lm was chosen due to its story that challenges the common assumptions around voice assistants and explores the
relationships we might have with increasingly "intelligent"
devices. In order to make people re�ect on whispering, the
workshop included an exercise that forced the participants
to whisper to each other. How does it feel to whisper? was a
vital starting point for this workshop.

Co-speculation workshop
The workshop consisted of an introduction, two self-re�ective
exercises about whispering and the future of voice assistants
as well as one design challenge of a speci�c futuristic use
case of a whispering home assistant. The workshop was
documented through �lm and photos that were further thematically analysed for deeper understanding. A consent form
was �lled in order to agree to the participation of the workshop as well as using the data later on in research.
The workshop began with an introduction to voice assistants, speculative futures, and the goal of the workshop. In
order to get the participants to think beyond the current
voice technology and instead to the future in ten years, the
participants were shown a short �lm Friends Electric [26].

Figure 1: Workshop session was conducted in a comfortable
o�ce environment resembling a living room.

The workshop continued with a task that helped with
self-awareness and to understand Why do we whisper? The
participants were asked to think about occasions where they
whisper to friends, family, loved ones, or strangers. Participants described situations when it was critical not to disturb
others while expressing softness or intimacy to their partners or children, or when being sick or too tired to use the
full volume of their voice. Whispering was also used when

intentionally excluding others from a conversation like when
telling secrets or gossips or when asking embarrassing questions. The feelings and emotions that whispering brought up
were described as intimate and secretive and even naughty.
The participants also described how it could make them feel
scared or insecure in a situation or awkward when you are
made to whisper in context where it is not required. Whispering could also make you feel polite and considered when you
know that you are not causing disturbance to others but also
rude if it leads to excluding others from the conversation.
After re�ecting on their own experiences, the participants
were to think about their future home assistant and interaction with it (�gure 1-2). The home assistant that the participants got to design considered questions such as How
could whispering to your assistant help your relationship with
each other, why would you whisper to your assistant, and how
would whispering to your assistant make you feel?

Figure 2: Participant’s sketch of a voice assistant that helps
you with re�ecting to your emotions.

The design task made the participants re�ect on what kind
of qualities future voice assistants might have and how it
would a�ect the relationship between them. Some participants imagined voice assistants as pets or systems integrated
into their homes that control their appliances while purely
having the role of an assistant while others preferred a voice
assistant that provides emotional support like a therapist or
a good listener. The voice of the assistant was imagined as
friendly, calm, and "human-like" while adapting to the users’
emotional state that is being recognized through the user’s
voice modality. The participants did not express a preference in the gender of the assistant, however, one participant
wished that her assistant would sound gender-less.
When asked How would your future home assistant help
your life through whispering? some participants imagined it
helping with "keeping private things private" (Nicklas), being

Figure 3: Participant’s sketch of a voice assistant that is like
a therapist and a good listener giving advice.

discrete and not disturb people around you when interacting with the assistant. Others imagined it calming them
down and adjusting to their emotional state like for example "making waking up less painful" (George), helping out
with mediation, or re�ecting on personal issues or acting
as emotional support in public places (�gure 2). For some
of the participants controlling the house was a secondary
feature, the primary one being a good friend that is also
a good listener: "I didn’t actually even think that it would
control anything in my home but act more of a therapist or
an advisor" (Susan) (�gure 3). By re�ecting on information
that the user has willingly given out by being around the
assistant, it would not only give advise on life and health but
also re�ect on the user’s feelings, opinions and choices in life:
"I have di�culties making decisions in life so that would be a
nice thing" (Kate). The results of this workshop made clear
that the future of voice assistants was not necessarily in a
home environment but in the user’s everyday life. Therefore,
the focus of the assistant shifted from a home assistant to
portable voice assistant.
The amount of friendliness that the assistant should express played a signi�cant role in terms of how much information the user would be willing to share with it. "You don’t
share anything with people you’re not friends with" (Nicklas), stated how personal assistants are wished to be more
friendly and human-like but how it would also need to gain
that role of a friend: "It’s like with anybody, I don’t just tell
any new person my secrets, we need to become close friends
�rst" (Nicklas). Together with human-likeness also the role
of the voice assistant could change from just an assistant
to something more personal:"It’s a person I would turn to,
someone who is more like a part of my family" (Anna).

In order to visualize the scenarios with a future assistant,
the participants were then asked to pair up and imagine
a situation with their future assistant that would require
whispering. The concepts developed in the workshop were
i) whispering to a voice assistant during a dinner party in
order to avoid disturbing others ii) keeping secrets from others by whispering to voice assistant and allowing them to
only speak about these issues or topics when the right user
is around, and iii) an assistant that you share an emotional
and trusting bond with through whispering. The last one
challenged the role of our voice assistant today and was,
therefore, taken as a topic to further speculate through Design Fiction.
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with their friends. The probe was often placed on a nightstand or an o�ce table and even brought with to meetings
at work. The participants carried their probe either in their
bags on in their pockets and found themselves often treating
it as a stress ball and playing around with it in their hands.

EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPING: WISH ME LUCK

To experiment how the user’s relationship with a personal
assistant would develop through whispering, I made a design
probe [8] (�gure 4) based on the sketches of the workshop
(�gure 2-3). This probe followed the participants’ vision of
a good listener and advisor. It was crafted by covering it
with a grey, slightly rough fabric to give it texture and �lled
with white sand and �our both in order to make holding and
playing with it pleasant and relaxing similarly to a stress
ball. Research shows how engage users’ interrelated bodily
motions with, for example, �ddling properties can enhance
focus and calm sensation [14–16]. This property was added
based on the sketch from the workshop (�gure 2) but also to
explore how it would a�ect the interaction.

Figure 4: The handcrafted probe was designed to be portable
and comfortable to hold and play with in your hand

As a way to gather inspirational insights on how the participants interacted with the probe and in which context, four
participants familiar to voice assistants were asked to carry
around the probe. They were also asked to record themselves
whispering to it when they felt that the context was right
they would bene�t from the interaction (�gure 5). These
recordings were later on sent back to me followed by a set of
questions re�ecting the way the probe was used. All of the
participants carried the probe around with them and three
of the participants described bringing it to work or a dinner

Figure 5: Participants 1-4 using the design probe to whisper
to their future assistant

The recordings of the participants consisted of moments
where they either used the probe in everyday situations
where a full volume of voice was not appropriate like at
work or when intentionally excluding others from the conversation. Participant 1 used her probe to �nd out the ending
to the new Avengers movie in a crowded cafe and participant
2 wished to be reminded of daily tasks while at work. Two
other participants chose to use the probe as purely a personal
support when asking for encouragement or recapping feelings. Participant 3 recorded her asking her assistant to wish
her good luck and participant 4 to re�ect on his thoughts
while commuting.
Despite the short duration of the experiment, two of the
participants named their assistant and wished it could be
personalized more with di�erent colours. Names that were
brought up "Pebble" and "Rocky" were not directly humanlike but they still re�ect that the participants gave the probe
certain characteristics and personality. Names were also essential to set to match the size of the assistant. A small and
soft look "a pebble", therefore, made more sense than a name
describing something big and strong.
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THE ONE: DESIGN FICTION SHORT FILM

Inspired by the workshop and the experiment with the probes,
I created a short �lm [22] in order to explore and visualize
the interaction and the relationship with the voice assistant.
The assistant was named One in order to re�ect the qualities
of a machine and not a human but also personality and trust
since it should be the one in your life that you can trust and
share your inner feelings with.
The �lm shows a daily life with the protagonist and One
and speculates the di�erent use cases and content of whispering. The �lm is a result of the combined results from the

workshop and the experiment with a probe. The �rst scene
(�gure 6) explores the use of the assistant at home. "It would
be more pleasant to wake up if the assistant would whisper
to me" (George) was described as a way for whispering to
maintain a calm environment. Whispering here can also be
used implicitly when it is used to correspond to another calm
state such as switching on a calm, smaller light instead of a
bright, ceiling light. These scenes also explore the way the
assistant would be placed according to the user. One of the
participants (participant 2) explained how he placed One
where ever he would usually place his phone - by his bed, in
his pocket och bag. The protagonist, therefore, sleeps next
to her assistant and takes it with her wherever she goes like
it would be an embodied object instead of a device.
The following scenes explore the calming and helpful way
One contributes to the protagonist’s life. First, when Andrea steps into the crowded subway, where she uses One
to relieve anxiety (�gure 7). Andrea rubs One like a stress
ball and together with that, the location, and the context of
whispering, it triggers One to help her to calm down. After,
One is used to seek for courage before an important meeting.
The journey of the day does not only represent the daily
life of the protagonist but also the increased trust and change
in the relationship to the assistant as time in her life goes by.
The storytelling of the �lm changes rapidly from daily tasks
such as being woken up by an alarm and turning on the lights
to seeking support, asking for advice in life’s hard questions
and receive help in decision making. As the storyline evolves,
so does the protagonist’s need to rely on the assistant.

Figure 6: Still shot from the �lm where Andrea is woken up
by One in the morning.

Aesthetics of One
"If it’s a more of a character and a human-like I would be less
likely to share information with it. I guess I wouldn’t trust
it not to give out my information to someone else" (Nicklas)
was a notion from the workshop describing the way humanlike qualities could make us trust an assistant less. A slightly
more machine-like voice and features were preferred in order
to reveal sensitive information to the assistant fully.
Adding lights on the surface of the voice assistant increased its liveliness and vibrancy but also created a clear
gap to show that it is indeed a device, not a person. The
syncing light was decided to be warm and calm colored and
indicate speech or when assisting Andrea with meditation.
The voice of the assistant was designed to be calm, encouraging but also, based on the workshop, gender-neutral. This
neutral sounding voice perpetuates stereotypes of a female
assistant and challenges the perception that whispering is
something with female connotations. Gender-neutral voice
was achieved by altering the pitch of a female voice from
168 Hz to 153 Hz which is perceived as a neutral frequency
for voice [6].

Figure 7: Still shot from when One helps Andrea to calm
down.

Trust in device
The possible future of the �lm is the ability for the voice
assistant to recognize the protagonist’s needs and emotions
and respond according to whispering, the implicit meaning
behind it and the content of speech. The way One learns
from the protagonist is based on data from the internet as
well as self-gathered information from Andrea. This information load can make the assistant seem more reliable and
knowledgeable like a wise friend with a voice but also make
us give away our data more easily to the companies behind
the product.
The answers that One gives are re�ected upon algorithms
and based on other people’s search results or life advice
online. Algorithms or search results can feel reliable and

calming, but it is up to the protagonist to interpret them
as helpful as they want. In this story, the responses of the
assistant are understood helpful by the protagonist. This can
be the cause of the assistant already �nding a permanent
place in the protagonist’s life or because for the protagonist;
there is no one else to ask advice from. Ultimately, Andrea
learns to trust One’s advice, even more than her own. Just
like Google, we do not know how its algorithm works, but
we are ready to bet on our health, career and even love life
on its answers.
One story, multiple endings
The short �lm described above is only the beginning of the
protagonist’s life. In order to speculate the e�ects of whispering and the use of voice assistants I propose a pair of endings
to the story.
An alternative ending could be where Andrea one day,
recognises her unhealthy behaviour towards One and decides to leave the apartment without it. Imagine leaving your
phone behind one day. You know that without having that
safe, heavy feeling of a phone in your pocket, you can survive but the question of "what if?" will leave you to feel more
anxious and, therefore, more prone to not survive from everyday situations facing you that day. Would Andrea be able
to break the habit, what would come of it, and how would
that make her feel?
We can also imagine an ending where Andrea becomes
too dependent on One even on an addictive manner. The
calming sensation of revealing shameful feelings without
feeling shame is what could get Andrea to reveal her darkest
thoughts and deepest feelings. This could lead One to gain
more and more trust as the day goes by. How would it feel
to be addicted to your voice assistant? We watch people
carry their smartphones wherever they go, to be connected
at all times, to have something to save them from awkward
situations or pure boredom. How much more dependent
their children will be on devices that not only do all this
but also o�er true and knowledgeable partnership and life
advice? We can speculate an ending where One becomes a
completely embodied object for Andrea. How would people
react and would it be considered rude? Would someone try to
rehab her from using One and would they succeed or would
Andrea keep living her life with only one person to speak
with. What if she then loses One?
The relationship that Andrea developed with her voice assistant is only one of many possible scenarios. Depending on
the owner of the device, the interaction through whispering
could end up developing a di�erent way. This scenario could
either end up in a new dimension or a tension of whispering.
This new protagonist could, for example, have a personality of a private person who uses whispering to storage
secretive information or use voice assistant as a personal

diary. Another option could be an intimate persona that �nds
whispering sensual and naughty and through that develops
a romantic relationship with the voice assistant. In order
words, the meaning and need of the voice assistant itself is
purely a result of the user’s personality, �lling a gap in their
life with the desired need.
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DIMENSIONS AND TENSIONS OF WHISPERING

While many di�erent voice modalities are being used to
communicate intentions and emotions, I hereby introduce
di�erent dimensions of whispering that arose through the design process. These knowledge contributions are not meant
to be viewed as universal guidelines for the design of voice
assistant but more of a suggestions for further research and
speculation.
Dimensions of Whispering
Excluding others from a conversation. A motivation for
communicating information through whispering can be the
secretive property of that information. We often tell secrets
to each other that we do not wish others to hear or communicate passwords or personal information to company o�cials.
The way whispering allows communicating this con�rmation con�dentially must be taken into consideration and the
respond carefully designed. When requesting private content, like the balance of your bank account, respond need to
match whispering. Other occasions, a response and feedback
output could be forwarded, for example, through a sound
or light. Whispering information to the assistant could also
suggest them to store that information to a private storage
that could only be accessed through that user.
User Identity. It is critical for voice technology to recognise the identity of the person speaking and react according
to that received information. Private information like meetings, passwords, or other personal information should not
be revealed to a third-party, especially when the request is
initiated with whispering. Correct identity recognition can
become crucial for maintaining trust toward your personal
assistant.
State Change. Various state changes could be matched to
the context provided through whispering. Whispering can
correspond to switching on dimmed lights instead of bright
ones or turning on soft music instead of loud one in order to
preserve the calm environment.
Avoiding Disturbance. Whispering can also be used to send
private messages or request actions by the assistant in an
environment where it would be inconvenient to use the full
volume of your voice. These instances are, for example, a
work environment, or a dinner party where a loud noise or
interrupting another person speaking would be considered

Table 2: Overview of dimensions
Dimension
Excluding others from a
conversation
User Identity
State change
Avoiding disturbance

Information of an
embarrassing nature
Adapting voice modality
to the user’s voice
Damaged vocal chords

Description
With private content,
response through
whispering, sound or
light
Recognise the user
identity
Whispering responds
with a calm state change
Responds with
whispering or
sound/light when
environment requires
calm communication
To avoid embarrassment
when searching for
information
Voice assistant should
adapt to the user’s
volume and tone of voice
Allows interaction when
vocal chords are damaged
or when sick. Response
could be communicated
through a vocalised
speech

rude. A response could be forwarded through whispering, a
sound or light.
Information of an embarrassing nature. There are instances
when we want to ask our assistant a question that can be
considered as embarrassing. The uncomfortable feeling of
embarrassment can be avoided by, instead, whispering it to a
device. A response could be forwarded through whispering.
Adapting voice modality to the user’s voice. Voice technology today does not adapt nor match to the user’s voice
modality or the mood that can be interpreted from the voice.
We hardly whisper when we are angry or upset but rather
sad, afraid or tired. Therefore, whispering could follow a soft,
understanding respond from the assistant.
Damaged vocal chords. Voice assistant with a whispering
skill allows interaction when vocal chords are damaged by
birth, when sick or even tired. Critical for accessibility. Response could be communicated through vocalised speech.
Tensions of Whispering
Dimensions of whispering also have a downside that should
be acknowledged when designing voice modalities in the

future. These tensions that are already shortly mentioned in
the analysis of the short �lm include trust and the politics of
voice technology. The more voice modalities we keep adding
as features, the more likely we are to �nd a resemblance
of human-likeness in our voice assistants. Empathy, being
one of the essential qualities. When you ask whether you
trust your friend, the question might as well be; do you trust
that this friend has your best interest in mind? The truth
is, companies want you to believe that that is, in fact, the
case. However, the more addicted you are, the more you
trust your personal assistant, the more data the company
can collect from your everyday life. Whispering portrays a
quality that other voice modalities do not - communicating
sensitive information while excluding a third-party from the
conversation. In the case of voice assistants however, we can
assume the third-party is always present. Does the value that
we gain from a more empathetic device mean more to us
than our sensitive and personal data being collected? Will we
still be willing to take advice and trust our life in algorithms
from a big corporation?
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DISCUSSION: MODERN GOD

This thesis has explored whispering as a voice modality, proposed a series of use cases for whispering as an interaction
mode as well as facilitate understanding of the possible futures for voice assistants. My argument for this research
is the need to understand how whispering can change and
shape how designers design voice assistants and how it affects the user of the system. For voice interaction to advance
in the future, we need to research the e�ects of implicit voice
interaction and how voice assistants can respond to it. We
must also pay attention to the sociological impact that the
integration of voice assistants in our personal lives has and
the way we communicate values of gender and personality
of the assistant.
In this paper I have presented one way that interaction
with a voice assistant through whispering could change the
current user - assistant relationship into a deeper, trusting
relationship between the two. The decrease in proximity and
the change in the information that is being communicated
could have an e�ect that changed the way we search for
knowledge and make decisions in our daily lives. The results also help to speculate the need for technology in our
future lives and how it a�ects our mental health and our
relationship with other people.
The results of the thesis have similar �ndings with Søndergaard and Koefoed Hansen and suggest a future where
voice assistants support social issues, enable matters of care,
trust and interdependency. The speculation of how much
should you trust your assistant and what con�icts could arise
are also mentioned in both of these papers. These �ndings
can also suggest a future where the role of a voice assistant

changes from an assistant to a friend whom we trust. Even
though the design probe presented in this thesis does not
react to proximity, it uses the voice modality as a proxy to
mediate intentions or needs to from the user to the system.
It can, therefore, sense emotions and feelings, as well as the
context of information, increasing the user-friendliness of
the interaction. However, proximity plays a signi�cant role
in creating deeper connections and should be considered in
the further development of such research.
Research through Design allowed inspecting problems
and opportunities that traditional approaches might not have
been able to address. Therefore, it played an essential role
in revealing a new artefact that creates speculation among
the problems in today’s voice interaction as well as how
voice technology could develop in the future. Instead of only
focusing on the engineering approach of this new technology,
RtD allowed also speculating the emotional implications
of the design as a part of the process. This approach also
discovered connections that were not anticipated, such as the
feeling of closeness and a deepened relationship brought by
whispering and how the nature of the information you share
with your assistant could change. Workshop method was able
to deliver lots of data to analyse and take forward. However,
it could have bene�ted the research to narrow down the
context of use to a voice assistant from the beginning instead
of just a home assistant. This could have possibly made the
participants think more outside of the home and how the
assistant could have been integrated into other parts of the
person’s life outside of the domestic environment.
The use of probes was bene�cial since it brought proof
of the physical use of the probe as well as helped the participants to imagine the use cases of it that could have been
much harder without a physical object to explore with. The
use of a probe could also have been turned into a cultural
probe, made if more hi-�delity and made the experiment
last for a longer time of a period, making the "game" last
longer and making it feel more realistic, therefore, producing
a much more reliable data. Instead of a context of use, the
research object could also have been focused on the look and
feel of the probe, the materials used and if they could make
the users interact with it in a novel way.
The outcome of the workshop was visualised in a Design
Fiction �lm that better explored the use of the artefact and
how it a�ected the protagonist and her relationship with the
voice assistant. An alternative could have been to produce a
set of photos or a storyboard to visualise the interaction, but
I declined that path for being too primitive for inspection
and speculation.
RtD as research method does not expect that the research
could be reproduced with the same results, but carefully documented phases of the project might help to guide future

research into exploring the e�ects of whispering similarly. Future research could also bene�t further exploring the aspects
of whispering and voice assistants that were not covered by
this thesis. These topics include the e�ects of di�erent voice
modalities, how di�erent personas could a�ect the interaction and trust, and the somaesthetic and �ddling properties
of a voice assistant.
Whispering could, in the future, become a standard interaction mode between humans and computers and allow
users to communicate intentions like anxiety, fear, or preserving a calm environment through whispering. It could
also end up changing the way we search for information and
rely on its answers and let it help us in decision making. It
leaves us to speculate, is the future of voice assistants an
intelligent advisor or a modern God?
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CONCLUSION

We are only at the beginning of researching the e�ects of different voice modalities with conversational interfaces. The
most signi�cant unsolved issue in voice interaction today is
the lack of context understood by assistants that could, in
the future, be improved by more advanced speech recognition, leading to a more intuitive human-machine interaction.
Through this thesis, I have contributed by exploring use
cases for whispering within voice interaction and how it
could change the role of the voice assistant in the future. The
short �lm presented in this thesis explored a novel way to
communicate with a voice assistant, allowing the technology
to adapt to the �ctional protagonist instead of the other way
around. This automatisation can become either bene�cial
or self-harming when the user can become too reliant on
technology always coming to the rescue when needed. This
research raises the following question: what does the use of
whispering mean to the relationship between a human and
the machine? Can the trust created by an increased sense of
empathy be bene�cial to a user, or are we doomed to rely on
technology even more in the future? What does this mean
to our freedom of choice? These questions are hardly solved
by this thesis but instead asked and addressed for future
speculation.
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